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Subsequent to a host of corporate corruption scandals, boards of directors are facing amplified
pressure from investors, creditors and shareholders in a bid to ensure effective corporate
governance of their investments. In previous research and public debate, the effectiveness of
corporate governance structures has come under close scrutiny. However, boards’ effectiveness
in fulfilling their strategic role by guiding strategy execution mostly has been left
unaddressed. Due to the high degree of secrecy and sensitivity of strategy issues, boards’
effectiveness in guiding strategy execution is much more difficult to assess externally
compared to structural governance issues. Against the backdrop of these difficulties and based
upon insights from strategy process research, we suggest taking “strategy consistency”
between a firm’s resource allocation and its announced strategy as a proxy for boards’
effectiveness in guiding strategy execution. In doing so, the paper contributes to extant
research by going beyond structural governance issues and paying direct attention to strategic
governance issues. Specifically, the paper develops a new approach and set of standard
measures to assess boards’ effectiveness in strategy execution.

Keywords: Corporate governance, board effectiveness, corporate strategy, strategy
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Introduction

 

fter several years of numerous corporate
governance scandals, endless regulatory

inquiries, new codes of conduct (e.g. Cadbury
Report in the UK, Preda Code in Italy, Vienot
Report in France, German Corporate Gover-
nance Code) and increased shareholder acti-
vism (e.g. driven by CalPers and TIAA-CREF),
the ominous cloud over corporate America
seems to be lifting gradually. “We have made
more reforms in the past two years than in the
past twenty years. Companies need time to
absorb these changes”, says Jeff Henley,
chairman and chief financial officer of Oracle
(Michaels and Roberts, 2004, p. 3). Consequent
to the increase in legal regulation of gover-
nance issues, corporations have been forced
primarily to institutionalise suitable gover-

A

 

nance structures. For instance, the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act regularises how internal controls
must be revamped, tested and audited. Fur-
thermore, boards have been reconstituted to
increase the number of non-executive direc-
tors and audit committees are encouraged to
drill external auditors.

What still remains evident is a general loss
of investors’ trust in corporations’ governance
capabilities. Integrity and competence of
boards of directors have been questioned
publicly and scrutinised by governmental
corporate governance commissions (e.g.
Berlin Initiative, Cromme commission) and in-
stitutional shareholder service agencies (e.g.
Institutional Shareholder Services). Within the
climate of new corporate governance rules, the
question arises as to whether or not boards of
directors, motivated by the fear of protecting
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reputation and limiting liability, are now
focusing too heavily on checklists and box
ticking instead of strategic issues (Van der
Walt and Ingley, 2001; Sonnenfeld, 2004). In
this respect, Roderick Hills, former chairman
of the SEC, recently told the 

 

Financial Times

 

that new rules run the danger of paralysing
corporate leadership: “You can find legal firms
that send out checklists [for compliance]. That
can turn boards into robots” (Michaels and
Roberts, 2004, p. 2).

The checklist approach leading to (over)
standardisation of corporate governance struc-
tures, however, has another major caveat: a
credible link between “structural governance
standards” and firm performance has yet to
be established (for an extensive discussion
see Dalton 

 

et al

 

., 1998). This has cast further
doubts upon the research focus on structural
aspects, especially, since differentiating effec-
tive from ineffective practices through a
screening of structural aspects of corporate
governance becomes increasingly difficult
when all firms maintain the same structural
governance standards. It continues to remain
unclear how these structures in fact impact
boards’ actions in the specific case.

Instead, the dynamics of actual board
behaviour in respect to strategic decision mak-
ing, the teamwork of board members and their
interaction with management have been sug-
gested to be more reliable indicators of effec-
tive governance practices (Finkelstein and
Hambrick, 1996; Daily 

 

et al

 

., 2003; Finkelstein
and Mooney, 2003; Sonnenfeld, 2004; Huse,
2005). In this context, boards’ strategic role
which comprises the oversight of strategy for-
mulation and execution has become of major
interest (Zahra and Pearce, 1989; Zahra, 1990;
O’Neal and Thomas, 1995; Westphal and
Zajac, 1995; Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1996;
McNulty and Pettigrew, 1999; Stiles, 2001;
Felton and Watson, 2002; Useem, 2003). Most
importantly, boards are exhorted to participate
more actively not only in strategy formulation
(e.g. reviewing, ratifying and evaluating the
proposed strategy) but also in strategy execu-
tion to contribute to corporate value creation
(Goold and Campbell, 1990; Zahra, 1990). As
a result it seems important to assess boards’
effectiveness in guiding strategy execution.

But despite the acknowledged importance
of monitoring whether boards fulfil their
strategic tasks, board evaluations fail to be a
widespread practice (see Blake, 1999; Davies,
1999; Letendre, 2004; Sonnenfeld, 2004). For
instance, the Dey Report, a survey of 635 ex-
ecutives, indicates that less than 20 per cent of
Canadian companies have any formal process
in place to assess the effectiveness of their
boards (see Kazanjian, 2000). Most of all, there

seem to be a lack of adequate methods and
measures for assessing the effectiveness of
boards in guiding strategy execution.

This paper takes a first tentative step to fill
this gap. Based on current practices for assess-
ing boards’ effectiveness (e.g. van der Walt
and Ingley, 2001; Siciliano, 2002; Sonnenfeld,
2004) and insights from strategy process re-
search (e.g. Mintzberg and Waters, 1982; Van
de Ven, 1992; Chakravarthy and White, 2001),
we suggest a new approach on how to assess
boards’ effectiveness in guiding strategy ex-
ecution. Specifically, we propose strategy con-
sistency, measuring the consistency between a
firm’s resource allocation and its announced
strategy, as well as a set of related strategy
consistency measures as proxies for a board’s
effectiveness in guiding strategy execution. In
doing so, the study is among the first to
develop a theoretically grounded and practi-
cally doable approach for assessing boards’
effectiveness in fulfilling their strategic tasks.
The corresponding measures introduced in the
paper aim to serve as a basis for future com-
parative research on the effectiveness of
boards in strategy execution.

We have structured this paper as follows.
First, we critically review standard practices
on assessing board’s effectiveness. Then,
against the backdrop of the shortcomings of
current practices in assessing board effective-
ness and based on insights from strategy pro-
cess research, we propose the measurement
of strategy consistency as an alternative ap-
proach to how boards’ effectiveness in strategy
execution may be assessed. We conclude with
a discussion of the benefits and implications
of such an approach.

 

Self assessments of boards’ 
effectiveness and their 
methodological flaws

 

Shareholders have the right to expect that
boards of directors scrutinise their own perfor-
mance in carrying out their corporate gover-
nance responsibilities on a regular basis
(Lazonick and O’Sullivan, 2000). In companies
in which self-assessments are institutional-
ised, board members meet – usually on an
annual basis – to question their own perfor-
mance and to identify improvement potential
regarding, for example, the quality of discus-
sions at board meetings, support provided to
the executive management, interaction within
the board and with the management etc. Of
course, answering the questions of who con-
tributed what and who needs to increase the
involvement on an individual level is part of
boards’ self-assessment.
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From a scientific perspective, the reliance
on self-assessments as a primary means for
board evaluation is questionable (Carcio,
2004; Sonnenfeld, 2004). We know from prior
experience that self-evaluation is problematic
due to the fact that boards of directors tend to
be “more lenient, less variable, more biased,
and show less agreement with the judgement
of others” (Carcio, 2004, p. 100). One of the
reasons might be that directors are normally
highly exposed individuals with a strong
track record but unaccustomed to be once
again exposed to assessments and personal
development questions. This problem pro-
bably increases with greater seniority of
directors.

A second major weakness of self-assess-
ments of board effectiveness is that the evalu-
ation runs the danger of being politically shaped
(Grady,  1999).  Fellow  board  members might
be hesitant to challenge each other’s perform-
ance in peer evaluations (Byrd and Hickman,
1992). In addition, under-performing directors
may feel obliged to form coalitions within the
board to avoid negative evaluations. These
problems might lead to deterioration  rather
than  an  improvement  of board effectiveness.
The involvement of external consultants who
facilitate the self-assessment might ensure
some professionalism in the evaluation pro-
cess but does not solve latter problems satis-
factorily. Given these numerous shortcomings
of self-assessments they should be used only
as supplementary to external evaluations.

In order to avoid the problems inherent with
self-assessment of boards of directors (e.g.
biases; erosion of collegiality etc.), third party
or audit committee reviews are a popular
practice for board assessments. According to a
study by Tricker (1999), one-third of the largest
firms in the US have reported to have formal
board evaluations conducted by either the
audit  committee  or  outside  experts.  Also,
the Korn/Ferry annual international survey
reports that almost 60 per cent of the respon-
dents have a formal committee that oversees
corporate governance processes and board
operations (see Ferry, 1999; Marshall, 2001).
Financial analysts, institutional investors and
liability underwriters often rely on external
reviews from rating agencies, index providers
or specialised consultants that are systemati-
cally tracking the corporate governance effec-
tiveness of corporations from an independent
outside perspective.

External reviewers, on the one hand, clearly
have the advantage of providing an objective
picture from an outside perspective based on
information that has not been filtered inside
the corporation. On the other hand, the limit-
ing factor is, of course, that they usually do not

have access to strategy workshops and board
meetings and cannot really observe the vigi-
lance of boards in executing their strategy
tasks. Without opportunities for direct obser-
vation, board dynamics cannot be captured
in their entirety – encompassing individual
thought processes and interactive politically
shaped decision-making.

 

Third party assessments of boards’ 
effectiveness and their 
methodological flaws

 

Unfortunately, the attention of external
reviewers (rating agencies, governance con-
sultants, audit committees etc.) directed to-
wards board of directors’ behaviour – specifi-
cally in  strategy  formulation  and  execution
– has remained sparse; they have collectively
failed to provide appropriate metrics (Sonnen-
feld, 2004). For instance, Standard & Poor’s –
which launched a corporate governance scor-
ing service in 2000 – claims that “the board
should play a meaningful role in directing the
articulation and implementation of the com-
pany’s strategy” (Standard & Poor’s Gover-
nance Services, 2003, p. 13). But the applied
checklist type of assessment is limited to out-
put measures of board of directors’ activities
such as attendance rates, or meeting fre-
quency. It remains unclear how S&P tracks
whether boards just participate or play a
“meaningful role” in strategy formulation and
execution. Output measures should thus be
complemented by process measures to capture
the dynamics of board behaviour. A meaning-
ful role for boards of directors in strategy pro-
cesses might be ensuring consistency between
the announced and the actually executed stra-
tegy over time (Richter and Schmidt, 2005).
By continuously monitoring whether manag-
ers comply with agreed upon strategies or
diverge from them, the board guarantees its
share- and stakeholders that the corporation
really “walks like it talks” (McGregor, 1967;
Weick, 1995) or “aligns words and deeds” (Si-
mons, 1999, 2002a, 2002b).

As a rule, rating agencies like Governance
Metrics International or Institutional Share-
holder Service evaluate the effectiveness of
corporate governance by ratings, surveys and
indices. They take firms’ compliance with cor-
porate governance codes of conduct as a pri-
mary measure for the effectiveness of boards
of directors. Thus, rating criteria are often
based on a synthesis of existing international
codes and governance best practices edited by
private or regulatory expert commissions (e.g.
Cadbury Report in UK, Preda Code in Italy,
Vienot Report in France, German Corporate
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Governance Code) or supranational organisa-
tions (e.g. Standard & Poor’s Governance Ser-
vices). Corporate governance codes generally
stipulate guidelines for board composition,
ownership structures, number of executive vs
non-executive directors, committee structures
and executive compensation schemes, for
example. By complying with these codes cor-
porations expect to increase their credibility
and legitimacy in the view of investors, capital
suppliers and so on.

Accompanying rating agencies’ efforts,
various financial information providers are
currently trying to translate corporate infor-
mation into  a  corporate  governance  index.
They aim at providing benchmark data on
how well companies are governed. For in-
stance, FTSE announced the launch of such a
corporate governance index in cooperation
with Institutional Investor Services (ISS), a
provider of proxy voting and corporate gover-
nance services. Together they identified a set
of corporate governance principles, which will
be applied to rate the 7,000 companies within
the FTSE Global Equity Index Series. Design
and methodology of the index draw on ISS’s
experience in developing the Corporate
Governance Quotient

 

®

 

. Similar to corporate
governance rating systems, indices take
structural aspects such as board composition
and independence, executive and director
compensation, company ownership and audit
independence as proxies for corporate gover-
nance practice (e.g. FTSE/ISS Global Corpo-
rate Governance Index).

A principal weakness of external corporate
governance reviews is that “little scientific
rigor has been applied” and most of the
current corporate governance metrics are
“anchored more in clichés and myths rather
than careful research” (Sonnenfeld, 2004, p.
108). Existing rating methods are not reliable
and accurate enough to justify the attention
they gain. Even established providers of cor-
porate governance assessments concede that
the biggest difficulty is in establishing an
agreed corporate governance rating system or
that the process of governance scoring is as
much of an art as a science (see Standard &
Poor’s Governance Services, 2003). Accord-
ingly, Mirza Baig, corporate governance ana-
lyst at the Association of British Insurers, says:
“Corporate governance is very difficult to
measure – there are so many variable factors
and so many subjective areas” (Gascoigne,
2004, p. 10). In fact, there is a gap within the
scientific perception and appraisement of
corporate governance that cannot be com-
pensated by structural corporate governance
aspects. They are not really helpful for differ-
entiating effective from ineffective corporate

governance practices. Admittedly, it has
remained unclear if in fact good corporate
governance improves stock price perfor-
mance. As of today, no scientific study has
been able to confirm that structural dimen-
sions of corporate governance correlate with
financial performance. In several cases, em-
pirical findings supporting the governance
structure–performance link are misleadingly
cited, yet while taking a closer look, they are
in fact not supportive (for an overview see
Dalton 

 

et al

 

., 1998). It is probably fair to say
that none of these studies has yet been able to
fully establish a causal relationship between
board effectiveness and organisational perfor-
mance. Naturally, this is partly due to the com-
plexity of the relationship (see Cadbury, 1997;
Herman and Renz, 2000).

The readily measurable and rather sim-
plistic structural elements on which current
corporate governance assessments are pre-
dominantly built upon have been found to
have limited impact on the effectiveness of
boards of directors. Thus effective governance
cannot be distinguished from ineffective gov-
ernance through variations in governance
structures. In addition, it accrues from a stra-
tegic management point of view, that even if
we assume a positive governance structure-
performance relationship, a competitive ad-
vantage through superior governance struc-
tures can only be of temporary nature. Once
every corporation has complied with struc-
tural requirements set by established codes of
conduct, the initial source of differentiation is
going to disappear. Accordingly, the emphasis
should be shifted towards alternative differen-
tiation factors that lie in how boards are run,
how they interplay with senior management,
and how they impact strategy formulation and
execution.

In summary, two major roadblocks for suf-
ficient external board evaluations exist. First,
external reviews focus on structural gover-
nance aspects that have been found to bear
little impact on firm performance. Second,
they lack sufficient methodological rigor. Con-
sequently, new approaches and metrics need
to be designed to reliably assess the effective-
ness of boards of directors in strategy
execution.

 

How to conceive and analyse board’s 
role in strategy execution outside-in

 

Since it is in the interest of both boards of
directors and respective shareholder and
stakeholder groups to fairly evaluate board
effectiveness in guiding strategy execution, a
third-party approach has some appeal because
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it promises to be more objective than self-
assessments – always assuming that the
outside reviewers preserve anonymity and
integrity of the assessment process. But we
know from empirical work in social sciences
that examining actual board behaviour is a
very tough exercise to undertake – especially
so, if strategic issues are concerned (Sonnen-
feld, 2004; Huse, 2005). One of the biggest
problems is that, unlike other forms of finan-
cial analysis for which quantitative measures
can provide some definitive benchmarks to
guide more qualitative aspects of analysis, the
assessment of board behaviour remains largely
a qualitative exercise (Sonnenfeld, 2004).

Board members operate in highly secretive
and sensitive areas, which are usually not
conducive to direct observation (Huse, 2005).
They have incentives to keep certain informa-
tion confidential and present a well-prepared
storyline to capital markets. Even in face-to-
face meetings it is challenging to gain insights
into the “black box” of how boards contribute
to strategic decision-making (Finkelstein and
Mooney, 2003).

In order to surmount these difficulties of
gaining insights into strategic governance
issues, we propose to look at how the field of
strategy process has managed to overcome
very similar challenges (e.g. Mintzberg and
Waters, 1982; Pettigrew, 1992; Van de Ven,
1992; Chakravarthy and White, 2001). Strategy
process research centres on the investigation
of strategy formulation, execution and stra-
tegic change (e.g. Pettigrew, 1987; Van de Ven,
1992). Similar to governance researchers, stra-
tegy process scholars experienced “real-time
studies of strategy process as being difficult. It
is unlikely that a firm engaged in a new stra-
tegy would allow a team of researchers to
observe its evolution from multiple vantage
points” (Chakravarthy and White, 2001, p.
201). Based on the experience from multiple
case studies at leading firms such as Intel (e.g.
Burgelman, 1983, 1994, 1996), strategy process
researchers have begun to understand that the
primary focus cannot be the company’s vision
and mission statements alone, but rather
whether or not the firms really “walk their
talk” (McGregor, 1967; Weick, 1995) or “align
words and deeds” (Simons, 1999, 2002a,
2002b).

Consequently, in order to conceive and
analyse strategic behaviour, strategy process
researchers have taken resource allocation
decisions as access to the ongoing activities of
a firm’s management and board (Bower, 1970;
Burgelman, 1983; Mintzberg and Waters, 1985;
Van de Ven 

 

et al.

 

, 1989). In a well-known article
Mintzberg and Waters (1985) have argued that
the intended or unintended strategy of the

firm materialises through resource allocation.
In the form of clinical case studies, researchers
such as Bower (1970), Noda and Bower (1996)
as well as Burgelman (1983, 1994, 1996)
gathered information about resource alloca-
tion decisions from public (e.g. news releases)
and archival sources (e.g. company presenta-
tions, conference minutes) and thus approxi-
mated the strategic behaviour on multiple
management levels.

Along the same lines, we think that using
resource allocation decisions as indicators for
strategic behaviour of boards of directors
seems  justified  since  resource  allocation  is
at the core of board of directors’ mandates
(McNulty and Pettigrew, 1999). In fact, some
researcher’s (e.g. Prigge, 1999) have pointed
out that the monitoring of resource allocation
decisions constitutes the essence of corporate
governance. Boards of directors agree with the
executive management on a firm’s strategy
(Westphal and Fredrickson, 2001; Hillman and
Danziel, 2003), which provides direction and
serves as a benchmark for allocating resources
among competing strategic initiatives and
projects.  Boards  of  directors  as  a  whole –
and especially non-executive board members
– usually do not make any business-level
decisions themselves (Harrison, 1987). Instead
they establish an internal context that shapes
the preparation, championing and approval of
resource allocation decisions made by the
executive management or by managers in the
business units (see, for example, Collis and
Montgomery, 1997; Papadakis and Barwiese,
1997; Westphal and Fredrickson, 2001).

On the other side, it can be seen as a central
part of a board of directors’ role to ensure that
the firm’s executed strategy, that is, its actual
resource allocation decisions, are consistent
with the announced strategy. Accordingly,
consistency in resource allocation as a rule can
be taken as a measure for directors’ effective-
ness in guiding the announced strategy’s
execution.

In order to track whether a firm’s resource
allocation decisions are consistent with the
announced strategy, external reviewers such
as rating agencies, governance consultants or
audit committees could systematically collect,
categorise and evaluate all available data on
firms’ resource transactions. In general, data
on  resource  allocation  is  easily  accessible
as publicly listed firms are required to
publicise important resource transactions,
such as acquisitions, layoffs, divestments,
investments, cooperations, joint ventures etc.
Corporations themselves have an interest in
providing reliable information given that it
shapes the opinion of shareholders and other
interest groups. The reliability of this infor-
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mation can be checked by comparing multiple
data sources (so called data triangulation). In
some instances the data which are gathered
have already been triangulated, since profes-
sional news agencies such as Bloomberg or
Reuters only report news if these have been
validated by multiple sources.

Apparently well-formulated qualitative
retrospectives or interpretations by them-
selves do not meet the requirements of an
effectiveness evaluation. In fact, precise and
data-based quantitative information about
actual strategy execution activities should also
be gathered to allow for an assessment of
boards’ effectiveness in guiding strategy ex-
ecution. As an initial step, resource allocation
decisions taken from any publicly available
source (e.g. annual reports, proxy statements,
filings with government regulatory agencies,
records of shareholder meetings, releases
from news agencies) providing information
on firms’ executed and intended resource
allocations need to be gathered in a stand-
ardised format. Database programs can assist
in transforming heterogeneous data into a
joint format. This seems essential given that
calibre, context and degree of this information
may vary amongst the different data sources.
A joint and standardised format  may  be
achieved  by  coding  the resource allocation
decisions along pre-specified “tracks” (for a
similar approach see Van de Ven 

 

et al

 

., 1999).
Potential database tracks could refer to the
type of resource allocation actions (e.g. invest-
ment, divestment and cooperation), the
affected resource type (e.g. physical, human,
technological, financial), the decision-making
level (corporate, divisional, operational), the
acting and affected business unit, region, func-
tional area or the volume of a transaction.

As a second step, we propose that the
consistency between each single resource
allocation incident and the announced stra-
tegy is assessed. Zurich-based Sustainable
Asset Management (SAM), for instance, does
a similar kind of consistency test. Within the
frame of its Corporate Sustainability Monitor-
ing the consistency of a company’s behaviour
and management of crisis situations is
reviewed in line with its stated principles and
policies. In doing so, SAM rather deals with
selected points of commercial practices (e.g.
human rights abuses, layoffs or workforce
conflicts) in crisis situations but does not really
investigate corporate behaviour over time – as
we are accustomed to from longitudinal case
studies in strategy process research (Bower,
1970; Burgelman, 1983; Pettigrew, 1992; Van de
Ven 

 

et al

 

., 1989).
Instead, we propose taking the publicly

announced strategy of a company as the

benchmark to assess the consistency of
resource allocation decisions (Richter and
Schmidt, 2005; Schmidt, 2005). According to
established qualitative research methods in
social sciences (e.g. Strauss, 1987; Miles and
Huberman, 1994) each resource allocation inci-
dent is coded as to whether it is (a) in line with
the announced strategy or (b) contrary to it. If
the incident’s relationship with the firm’s
announced corporate strategy is unclear, it is
coded as neutral.

In order to ensure quality and objectivity of
the consistency assessment multiple coders
should do the assessment independently. Only
if a satisfying interrater reliability can be
achieved should coded resource allocation
incidents be included in the database. Devel-
oping a handbook with instructions for the
coding procedure helps to ensure that indivi-
dual assessments are based on the same ratio-
nale. A single resource allocation incident
might not be very meaningful. However, hun-
dreds of resource allocation incidents give
clear indications as to whether resource allo-
cations are consistent with the announced
strategy over time or not.

Of course, a firm can announce a particular
strategy and then allocate its resources differ-
ently, which could be intentional or not. In the
latter case, resource allocation could result
from social or political processes that deviate
from the given strategy. Ensuring consistency
between the announced strategy and indivi-
dual resource allocations should be a prime
concern for boards of directors (see Burgelman
and Grove, 1996). After all, if the resource
allocation decisions in an organisation do not
correspond with the announced strategy, this
missing link should raise serious concerns
about the relevance of having a strategy in the
first place. In any case, the board of directors
should be aware of both intended and unin-
tended gaps between the announced strategy
and actual resource allocation in order to take
or at least initiate corrective action (e.g. realign
strategy or resource allocation). 

 

Benefits

 

The proposed strategy consistency analysis
can deliver interesting insights into strategy
execution and warning alerts. Board of direc-
tors’ vigilance to strategic issues and its
response to inconsistencies in strategy execu-
tion seem suitable yardsticks for boards’ effec-
tiveness in guiding strategy execution.

Frankly, bare strategy consistency should
not be taken as inexorable proof for effective
strategic board behaviour. Strategy consis-
tency thus should not be used as the single
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indicator of board effectiveness in guiding
strategy execution. As mentioned, numerous
strategy-related output (e.g. ROE, ROIC) and
process (e.g. speed of intervention, timely
communication to shareholders) measures
should be combined in order to prevent meas-
urement inadequacies  which  are  apparent  in
structural governance measures today. But
still, measuring and analysing strategy consis-
tency provides a number of benefits.

First of all, the systematic and standardised
assessment of resource allocation decisions
enables third parties such as rating agencies,
analysts, consultants and scholars an “objec-
tive” comparison between peer companies.
For instance, two pharmaceutical companies
which announced a similar strategy (e.g.
focusing on blockbuster drugs) could be com-
pared according to their degree of strategy
consistency at one point in time or multiple
points over time (e.g. on a weekly, monthly,
quarterly or annual basis). Firms with a higher
volatility in their strategy consistency over
time might be less reliant in the view of inves-
tors or at least are required to explain diver-
gent resource allocations to the public. Along
these lines, a pharmaceutical company would
need to communicate why it invests in niche
therapeutic areas while having announced a
strategy focusing on blockbuster drugs.

Second, strategy consistency measures also
allow a comparison of the effectiveness of
board interventions (e.g. replacement of the
CEO, launch of a new strategy, adjustment of
top-management compensation structures).
For instance, the effectiveness of boards can
vary in terms of board intervention speed
(i.e. how quickly boards of directors react to
divergences of resource allocations from the
announced strategy), time to reach strategy
consistency (i.e. how quickly intended and
realised strategy can be realigned, for instance,
through changes in the announced strategy or
in the resource allocation), or time to next
inconsistency (i.e. how strategy consistency
lasts after a board intervention). This approach
thus allows the analysis of boards’ judgement
on when (e.g. timing, speed) and how (e.g.
behavioural aspect of interventions) to react
on strategic divergences – a key success factor
for the “strategic” effectiveness of boards of
directors. Naturally, it has to be borne in mind
that the “quality” of interventions not only
hinges on the process and behavioural aspects,
but also on structural aspects, such as board
expertise and composition.

Knowing the appropriate time to react to
strategy inconsistencies is important since
desirable levels of strategy consistency are
likely  to  vary  across  industries  depending
on how dynamic the environment is. For

instance, high velocity environments might
require higher levels of strategic flexibility and
thus impact firm’s suitable level of strategy
(in)consistency. In order to catch emerging
opportunities, the optimal strategy consis-
tency bandwidth might vary from industry to
industry and is dependent on the individual
situation of a firm (financial performance,
track record) and its competitive position.
Potentially, boards thus need to strive for a
level of strategy consistency which satisfies
share- and stakeholders that look for con-
sistency on the one hand, but also permits
executive management to follow business
opportunities outside the initially formulated
strategy. Obviously, the dynamism of a firm’s
competitive environment needs to be consid-
ered when evaluating board’s effectiveness in
guiding strategy execution. Of course, circum-
stances shift and change in business practice
so that resource allocation decisions that are
inconsistent with the initially announced stra-
tegy might be the right answer to unforeseen
changes (Mintzberg, 1994). However, this
does not call into question the appropriateness
of measuring strategy consistency, since we
assume that a firm would announce changes
to its corporate strategy if it perceives that
environmental changes have a long-term
impact. The environmental dynamism is thus
likely to be reflected in the frequency and
extent of additions or adjustments made to a
firm’s announced strategy.

Moreover, external stakeholders (e.g. capital
market representatives) compare firms’ re-
source allocation decisions against their
announced strategy. For example, Zurich
Financial Services was downgraded by S&P
and Moody’s based on the argument that the
firm lacked strategy consistency (

 

Reuters News

 

,
2002). Thus, irrespective of the rationale
behind inconsistent behaviour, it seems
important that strategy inconsistencies are
detected and discussed internally as well as
explained to a firm’s share- and stakeholders.
A continuous involvement of boards in
strategy execution triggers a critical strategic
debate with the executive management which
is likely to prevent strategic inertia and helps
to avoid unexplained strategy inconsistency.

Overall, the prescriptions made in this
paper on how to assess boards’ effectiveness
in guiding strategy execution seem to be most
insightful for non-executive directors as well
as third parties. Non-executive directors func-
tion at the interface of the firm and its environ-
ments and thus seem particularly suited to
track the development of the firm’s behaviour
from the outside. Also, analysts, rating agen-
cies, shareholder trusts, consultants and
scholars need to rely on publicly available
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information to judge firm behaviour. Obvi-
ously, taking public information as a primary
source has its limitations, given that the data
are biased to a certain extent in terms of the
amount and type of information reported by
the firms and the way it is displayed by jour-
nalists and news agencies (Silverman, 2000).

However, such a practically attainable and
still methodologically sound strategy consis-
tency analysis might create additional benefits
for boards of directors that evaluate their cor-
porate governance practices in comparison to
other companies’ board practices. Firstly, by
analysing strategy consistency, early indi-
cations of strategic divergence can be made
out. By responding to these indications in a
timely manner through corrective measures,
boards are able intervene before, rather than
after damage is done. This is particularly the
case in respect of intended resource allocation
decisions which are communicated by compa-
nies to the financial community but are not yet
executed. Plans for a potential acquisition or
cooperation agreement often leak to the public
or are deliberately communicated prior to
their actual execution. Often, companies also
announce intended resource allocations in the
“letter to shareholders” section of their annual
reports (e.g. Siemens, ABB, UBS). Such boards
may thus not necessarily be resigned to do
simply the “repair work”. Doing so, board
members could credibly demonstrate their
effectiveness in guiding strategy execution.

Moreover, an analysis of strategy consis-
tency allows third parties (analysts, rating
agencies, shareholder trusts, consultants,
scholars etc.) to conduct insightful interviews
with board members. This is particularly
important for them since they rely on publicly
available information and do not possess
insider knowledge. Such an analysis enables
them at least to enter a firm as an educated
interviewer and to confront board members
with identified strategic divergences. He or
she can immediately address the motives or
omissions for such divergences from the
announced strategy. In addition, the discus-
sion of turning points or breakpoints in stra-
tegy consistency which could be observed
within a certain timeframe is likely to capture
the attention of interviewees. Fact-based and
well-documented hypotheses gained from the
strategy consistency analysis make it difficult
for interviewees to refute without providing
reasoning for the inconsistencies. Overall, a
strategy consistency analysis may thus enable
rating agencies, financial service firms and
shareholder service agencies to glean deeper
insights into one major aspect of a board’s
strategic behaviour: boards’ guidance of stra-
tegy execution.
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